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Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for this very nice welcome.  Assistant Vice Chancellor Fred Harris also sends his regards.  He wanted to be here for this attendance accounting and reporting discussion, but had another commitment at a Chief Business Officers Conference.As you might know, I am the individual at the Chancellor’s Office responsible for Attendance Accounting and Reporting for apportionment purposes, Residency, Academic Calendars, and compliance reviews related to these areas.  I work in the Fiscal Services Unit, which is responsible the allocating the State General apportionment, administering the uniform system of budgeting and accounting, and fiscal accountability, which includes the annual contracted audit.  Currently, I have 23 years of State service, 21 of which have been with the Chancellor’s Office, all with the Fiscal Services Unit.Before we get started, I want to thank Claire Biancalana and Barry Russell for arranging this visit with you.  The central accountability documents in terms of attendance accounting and reporting are the course outlines of record and course scheduling, which form the basis for contact hour and FTES calculations.  CIO’s play a critical part in these and other crucial areas towards ensuring the effectiveness of instruction at your respective colleges, so I’m very excited to have been invited to be part of this panel and to review this topic with you today.PREVIEW:Before I go over the agenda, I want to frame our discussion a little bit.  During my time that I have been responsible for this area with the Chancellor’s Office, and likely before, never has there been so much interest in district reporting of FTES for apportionment purposes.  Control agencies, such as the Department of Finance and the Legislative Analyst’s Office, an investigative newspaper, and “concerned taxpayers” are asking about the rules for attendance accounting regulations and about the accountability measures that are in place to assure the accuracy of a district’s claim for state support.  In fact, over the last few months, our office and a few districts have been under public records act request for records relating to district apportionment claims.  I only mention these things to highlight the importance of this topic and to add some context to our discussion.  So, let’s go over the agenda.



AGENDA

 What is the Apportionment Attendance Report 
(CCFS-320) and what is it used for?

 Basic Requirements for Reporting Courses and other 
Conditions Affecting Apportionment Conditions

 Current Activities
– Auditing Clarification of Critical Areas in 

Attendance Accounting and Reporting (CDAM 
Item No. 424). 
What are the auditors and districts finding?

– To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours Review (CDAM Item 
No. 479)
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Presentation Notes
There are quite a few slides, so we will have to move fairly quick through the information to assure that there plenty of time for questions and answers.  The areas that we will review with you today include:	Read from SlideWe will also review the recent auditing clarification for CDAM state compliance item No. 424 and a review of requirements for “To Be Arranged” or “TBA” hours Some of you are likely already familiar with the introductory topics, but they are still worthwhile to provide context to some of the issues that we’ll cover towards the end of the presentation.  The introductory topics will also be helpful to the 16 new CIO’s that, according to your latest newsletter, have come on board just since last spring.



AGENDA (cont.)

 Current Activities (cont.)

– Course Repetition and Withdrawal Title 5 Changes
• Effect of New Enrollment Limits (Title 5 

Section 58161)
– Emergency Conditions Request – CCFS-313

 Chancellor’s Office Website Overview

 Questions/Comments

* Unless otherwise indicated, all legal citations refer to California Code of Regulations, Title 5
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Presentation Notes
We will also provide you with a high-level update on the new Title 5 Enrollment Limits and how they affect attendance accounting and reporting for apportionment purposesand a brief discussion of the process that’s in place to assure that your district does not lose FTES when it encounters an emergency condition that results in college closures, such as those related to fires, power outages, etc..  Time permitting, I will also provide an overview of the Chancellor’s Office website and the various documents and guidance that can be obtained there.If interested, please note that this presentation will be made available via email to workshop attendees.  Just email me if you want a copy of it.  The last slide provides my contact information.  I will also provide a copy of the presentation to Claire Biancalana so that it can be posted to the CCCCIO website.Please feel free to ask questions as we proceed through the items.  However, please know that we will also take questions and comments at the end of the presentation.Unless otherwise indicated, all legal references are to CCR, T5



Apportionment Attendance Report 
(CCFS-320)

 Required by Title 5 Section 58003.4

 Prepared in accordance with deadlines and 
instructions prescribed by the Chancellor’s Office

 The Chancellor’s Office calculates the amount of 
State General Apportionment funds, based 
primarily on the number of FTES workload that 
districts report on the CCFS-320
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Presentation Notes
Pursuant to T5 Section 58003.4, the due dates and format for the report are determined by the Chancellor’s Office.Although its primary purpose is for collecting district FTES information for purposes of allocating the State General Apportionment, the CCFS-320 is used for other important purposes also, as will be described the next slide.Provides workload measure for Lottery AllocationUsed to determine eligibility for Basic Skills FundingDept. of Finance calculates WSCH from contact hour data included in CCFS-320Lottery funds are allocated by the State Controller’s Office based on prior year FTES data reported on the CCFS-320.  Lottery FTES workload includes resident and nonresident students enrolled in approved credit and noncredit  courses (apprenticeship contact hours are excluded because technically they do not generate FTES – they generate RSI or Related and Supplemental Hours).  Community Service Courses and 100% contract supported courses are not eligible for state funding and also not included for this reason.Basic Skills funding is also determined based on FTES information  reported on the CCFS-320  Based on student contact hour data provided on the CCFS-320 report, the Dept. of Finance calculates the WSCH, or Weekly Student Contact Hours, for each district and then provides these calculations to the Chancellor’s Office.  The WSCH calculations are used by the Facilities Unit in the Chancellor’s Office to help determine eligibility for capital outlay projects.  By the way, DOF Demographics Unit does monitor District FTES in total and by attendance accounting procedure and often follows-up on significant changes in FTES that do not correspond to other data-sets that they collect.  I then, follow-up with the district to determine the reason for the changes and report back to DOF.



Requirements for Reporting Course 
FTES on the CCFS-320

 The basic conditions or standards for claiming FTES are 
provided by Title 5 § 58050, which include provisions 
related to:
– Appropriate course/program approval
– Open enrollment
– Full-funding/compensation prohibitions (double dipping)
– Appropriate educational activities as described in the course 

outline of record
– Contact hours claimed for apportionment must be consistent 

with those indicated in the course outline of record
– Immediate supervision and control of an appropriate 

academic employee of the district that holds valid and 
unrevoked credentials or be employed pursuant to minimum 
qualifications

– Other conditions affecting apportionment eligibility apply
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The basic conditions for claiming state apportionment FTES are provided by Title 5 Section 58050, which include provisions related to: Appropriate course/program approvalOpen enrollment Full-funding/compensation prohibitions (double dipping)Appropriate educational activities as described in the course outline of recordContact hours claimed for apportionment must be consistent with those indicated in the course outline of recordUse of district equipment/facilities as part of a course is solely for the specified educational activities of the courseImmediate supervision and control of an appropriate academic employee of the district that holds valid and unrevoked credentials or be employed pursuant to minimum qualifications Obviously, there are many other specific provisions/requirements/limitations in statute and regulation that may also impact apportionment eligibility for various types of courses, including those related to distance education, independent study, and Cooperative  Work-Experience Education, Noncredit, In-service training courses, inmate education, tutoring, learning assistance, instructional services agreements, contract education, intercollegiate athletics, excursions/field trips, etc.  There are also specific requirements related to appropriate course tabulations, support record documentation/retention/reporting, specific attendance accounting procedure computations, student residency, course repetition, minimum conditions, appropriate dissemination of course information, limitations on enrollment, facilities and opportunities for participation, registration and enrollment procedures, multiple/overlapping enrollments, 175-Day Rule, course repetition/withdrawal, etc. 



Requirements for Reporting Course 
FTES on the CCFS-320

 Consistent with Title 5 § 58050, the basic attendance 
accounting requirements are intended to promote the 
following purposes:

– To ensure effectiveness of instruction

– To ensure that state aid is apportioned according to the same 
standards to all districts

– To ensure the safety of students

– To ensure that the state, districts, and students receive a 
reasonable return for monies expended
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Presentation Notes
Consistent with Title 5 Section 58052, the basic attendance accounting requirements are intended to promote the following purposes: To ensure effectiveness of instructionTo ensure that state aid is apportioned according to the same standards to all districtsTo ensure the safety of studentsTo ensure that the state, districts, and students receive a reasonable return for monies expended   



Requirements for Reporting Course 
FTES on the CCFS-320

 Districts are required to establish procedures and policies 
that will assure that FTES reported for State Apportionment 
purposes meet all requirements of law

 Documentation requirements have been developed to 
promote standardized, accurate reporting of data, and to 
facilitate audits of related community college records

 Documentation is based on detailed tabulations of course 
sections and appropriate support records
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Presentation Notes
Each district is responsible for the accuracy of the information.  As such, district governing boards are required to adopt and establish procedures and policies that will assure that FTES reported for State Apportionment purposes meet all requirements of law.  Having current procedures is  critical towards assuring that apportionment claims are appropriate.  Surprisingly, when we’ve done attendance accounting audits in the paste, in some cases, districts do not have these procedures properly in place. Each district is required to provide for annual audit of the financial records of the district.  A verification of compliance with the Education Code and Title 5 attendance accounting regulations is included in the scope of the audit.  As discussed in the next few slides, this compliance are has been significantly clarified and strengthened.It is the responsibility of the Chancellor’s Office to make any adjustments in apportionments of state funds to correct any discrepancies revealed in the annual audit or through any other means.  Often, recovery of apportionment relates to appropriate support records not being in place or determined to be inadequate.The audit procedures include looking at whether census dates are correct, whether adequate procedures are established for determining whether students are actively enrolled at the census point, whether attendance documentation meets all requirements, whether attendance accounting procedures are applied correctly, etc.Attendance Accounting Procedures Weekly Census (Credit only)Daily Census (Credit)Actual Hours of Attendance (Positive Attendance – Always an option for Credit; required for most Noncredit and other specified course typesAlternative Attendance Accounting ProcedureCredit Independent Study; Work Experience Education, and Certain DE CoursesNoncredit Independent Study / Noncredit DE CoursesCourses reported under the Weekly Student Contact Hour Procedure (Weekly Census) must possess the following attributes:Credit course offered during a primary term (a semester for semester-system colleges or a quarter for quarter-system colleges)The course must be scheduled coterminously with the primary term. Course must begin when the term begins and end when the term ends, and must be scheduled to meet regularly during each instructional week of the term, exclusive of final examination scheduling.There must be at least three days of instruction and/or examination during each week of the primary term.FTES computation must apply the State-established Term Length Multiplier for the particular college as listed in Attachment 1.The course must be scheduled regularly with respect to the number of days of the week and the number of hours the course meets each week (including TBA hours). 	The weekly student contact hours reported for each class reported under the Weekly Student Contact Hour Procedure should be the product of the number of students actively enrolled at census times the total scheduled weekly contact hours of the class, including TBA hours. Courses reported under the Daily Student Contact Hour Procedure (Daily Census) must possess the following attributes:Credit course scheduled to meet for five or more daysThe course must be scheduled regularly with respect to the number of hours during each scheduled day, but not be scheduled coterminously with the primary term (can be offered during any term or intersession).  For example, 6- or 8-week courses offered during a primary term, or during a summer or winter intersession.FTES calculation must apply the correct course length multiplier (the number of days the course is scheduled to meet; holidays are not counted)TBA hours per week cannot be a part of a Daily Census class schedule.  A Daily Census course must meet the same number of hours each day it meets. The total student contact hours reported for each class reported under the Daily Student Contact Hour procedure should be the product of the number of students actively enrolled at census times the scheduled daily contact hours of the class, times the number of scheduled meetings of the class.  Holidays are not counted. The Actual Hours of Attendance Procedure (commonly referred to as Positive Attendance) is based on an actual count of enrolled students present at each class meeting and applies to the following types of courses, among others:Short-term credit courses scheduled to meet fewer than five daysCredit courses scheduled irregularly with respect to the number of days of the week and the number of hours the course meets on the scheduled daysAll open entry/open exit coursesAll credit in-service training courses, regardless of length, for police, fire, corrections, and other criminal justice system occupationsAll noncredit courses except noncredit distance education courses and noncredit independent study coursesApprenticeship classes of related and supplemental instruction; applies to students in these classes who are not indentured apprentices.  A separate attendance reporting system is used for indentured apprentices in these classes.Noncredit courses of individual student tutoringNote: 	FTES for any credit course, with certain exceptions, may, at the option of the district, be computed using the Actual Hours of Attendance Procedure.  The exceptions are:  (1) independent study and work experience education courses, and (2) distance education and hybrid courses that, in most cases, must be reported using the Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure. The total student contact hours reported for each class reported under the Actual Hours of Attendance Procedure should be the sum of the individual attendance hour totals for each student in the class as reported by the instructor. The Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure (formerly called the Independent Study/Work Experience Education Procedure) applies to the following types of courses:All independent study coursesAll cooperative education/internship/work experience coursesAll distance education and hybrid courses (a combination of distance education and classroom/laboratory instruction) that do not qualify for the Weekly Student Contact Hour Procedure or the Daily Student Contact Hour Procedure. See the Distance Education Guidelines and related supplementary publications for the special requirements for distance education and hybrid courses to qualify for WSCH or DSCH reporting. Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure – Weekly Census:  The weekly student contact hours reported for each class should be the product of the number of students actively enrolled at census times the number of units of academic credit associated with the class.  (In special cases, laboratory hours can be added; see Item 3 in the Audit Criteria section above for details.)Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure – Daily Census:  The total student contact hours reported for each class should be the product of the number of students actively enrolled at census times the number of units of academic credit associated with the class, times the approved term length multiplier as listed in Attachment 1.  (In special cases, laboratory hours can be added; see Item 3 in the Audit Criteria section above for details.) A special rarely used attendance accounting procedure involving two census dates for each course applies to all noncredit distance education and noncredit independent study courses.  See the SAAM for details and references to related Title 5 regulations. A Contact Hour is the basic unit of attendance for computing Full-Time Equivalent Student (FTES)It is a period of not less than 50 minutes of scheduled instruction and/or evaluation	One FTES is equivalent to 525 contact hours or 1 student x 15 weekly contact hours x 35 weeks = 525FTES is Not a headcountAn FTES represents 525 class (contact) hours of student instruction/activity in credit and noncredit coursesPursuant to T5 Section 58003.4, the due dates and format for the report are determined by the Chancellor’s Office.Although its primary purpose is for collecting district FTES information for purposes of allocating the State General Apportionment, the CCFS-320 is used for other important purposes also, as will be described the next slide.



Auditing Clarification
 Auditing Clarification of Critical Areas in Attendance 

Accounting and Reporting (2010-11 CDAM Item No. 424)

 Intended to enhance consistency in the Annual Audit in the 
area of attendance accounting and reporting 

 Provided training to auditing firm representatives on August 
27 and to Districts on August 2

 Auditors are asked to apply new auditing clarification to FY 
2010-11, but must also certify certain audit conditions for FY 
2009-10

 Significant focus placed on Catalog hours vs. Scheduled 
Hours issue
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Presentation Notes
Just to let you know, as background, we have a current reporting issue that started with one district from a series of allegations that we received alleging that the FTES from that district was suspectAs we dug into it, we confirmed that to be true.Through the course of that investigation we discovered that there was the high probability that there were similar problems at other districts and that the auditing of districts around the state may need to be clarified to assure more uniformly in those audits, especially as it relates to verifying the accuracy and validity of FTES reported by districts for state apportionment purposes.So, we’ve been doing sort of multi-faceted look.First, we started with focusing on the district that was the subject of the allegations and we’re still pursuing that.Secondly, on clarifying and tightening up the auditing requirements in the Contracted District Audit Manual.We had 44 contracted auditors that came to our office July 27, representing all audit firms for all districts to review the clarified auditing guidance, not new, not expended, but clarified auditing guidance for FTES review.And thirdly, on August 2 we provided districts with a similar overview of how districts should go about reporting FTES on the Apportionment Attendance Report and the ramifications of that information.  By a show of hands, how many of you were able to listen in on the webinar.Please note that we are tentatively considering a second attendance accounting webinar for Thursday, November 10.  If we are able to set this up, we will be sending more information on this to you sometime next week.  The focus of this second Webinar will be TBA Hours and the new enrollment limit and how it impacts attendance accounting and reporting.



Auditing Clarification

 Auditors specifically asked to verify that:
 district maintains and follows appropriate local governing 

board adopted attendance accounting procedures

 required tabulations are maintained for each course section 
and that attendance records are appropriately maintained

 the district uses appropriate attendance accounting 
procedure for courses claimed for apportionment

 courses are appropriately scheduled and contact hours are 
computed in accordance with applicable requirements

 the district has secured, as applicable, Chancellor’s Office / 
local governing board / curriculum committee approval for 
credit and noncredit courses claimed for apportionment



What are the Auditors and
Districts Finding?

 Various problems with the application of the TBA Hours 
scheduling option

 Course scheduling not consistent with hours indicated in the 
official course outline of record 

 Incorrect attendance accounting procedure utilized

 No supporting documentation to verify census rosters are 
cleared of inactive enrollment

 Apprenticeship hours of Related and Supplemental 
Instruction (RSI) incorrectly reported on CCFS-320

 Courses fully funded via Contract Education incorrectly 
reported on CCFS-320
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Various problems with the application of the TBA Hours scheduling option:Such as the corresponding course outline of record not indicating that the class includes TBA hours and the amount of those hoursThe TBA hours listed in the class schedule are not listed as a weekly requirement as required for Weekly Census courses and as a daily requirement for Daily Census CoursesOr claiming TBA hours for students who as of census had completed NONE of the TBA hours.Course scheduling not consistent with the course outline of scheduleSuch as when the course outline indicates that the course hours are 54, but the class is scheduled for some much higher number.Incorrect attendance accounting procedure utilizedFor example, hybrid classes that combine face-to-face instruction with Distance Education in almost all cases must be accounted for under the Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure.  However, some districts are erroneously accounting for them under the basic Weekly or Daily Census procedures.  Since the DE or online portion of these classes is in most cases not regularly scheduled as required to qualify for these procedures and since you can only apply one attendance accounting procedure per course section, the entire course is defaulted to the Alternative Attendance Accounting Procedure.Another example is when a district reports some classes under the Daily Student Contact Hour Procedure that do not meet the criteria for that procedure.  Such as an 8-week summer biology class that met T W Th 9:00 - 10:50 (lecture) and T 12:00 - 4:20 (lecture lab).  Since the daily meeting times are not equal, the class should be assigned to the Actual Hours of Attendance Procedure or rescheduled to meet on the same number of hours each day.No supporting documentation to verify census rosters are cleared of inactive enrollment.This has been traditionally a big problem over the years and continues to occur.  We had an auditor recently notify us that of the sampled course sections that they looked at for this requirement, supporting documentation was not available for 45% of the course sections.  Apprenticeship hours of Related and Supplemental Instruction (RSI) incorrectly reported on CCFS-320.Apprenticeship hours are technically not considered to be FTES and as such are not to be reported on the CCFS-320.  Instead, they are to be reported on the CCFS-321, which is the Apprenticeship Attendance Report.  The CCFS-321 is submitted to apprenticeship coordinator Barry Noonan at the same reporting periods that that CCFS-320 is due to me.Courses fully funded via Contract Education incorrectly reported on CCFS-320.I recently saw where a district had to correct their Annual CCFS-320 for FTES that had been fully funded via a contract education arrangement.  As you probably know, there are Education Code Statutes and Regulations that expressly prohibit this because it basically constitutes the state paying for instruction that has already been funded through another source.  



What are the Auditors and
Districts Finding?

 Flexible Calendar implementation problems

 Course contact hours based on catalog/course outline 
target hours instead of contact based on schedule of 
classes

 Classification issues related to student residency for tuition 
purposes

 Local holidays that impact apportionment eligibility

 Instructional Services Agreements (ISA’s) issues that 
impact apportionment eligibility

 2010-11 Audit Reports due December 31 - We’ll 
know more after these reports are reviewed

Presenter
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Flexible Calendar Implementation Problems:Annual state certification submitted late or is incomplete.Or certain FTES or F-Factor adjustment issues.Course contact hours based on the catalog or course outline target hours instead of the computed contact hours based on the schedule of classes and the applicable attendance accounting procedure.Inappropriate claiming of census FTES based on “catalog time” instead of contact hours as computed based on the actual class schedule.Districts should be computing weekly student contact hours/FTES based on officially published class schedules and pursuant to approved attendance accounting procedures/formulas provided by Title 5 Sections 58003.1 et seq.; 58023.For example, if a 3-unit semester length course actually calculates out to 52.5 contact hours per student (1 student x 3 hours per week x 17.5 maximum term length multiplier = 52.5 total semester contact hours ), the district can’t turn around and claim 54 hours per student just because the catalog or the course outline indicate 54 hours.  The main point is that weekly or daily census contact hours have to be actually calculated in accordance with established rules and provisions and that there is no short cut to doing that.  In that regard, you may recall that our office issued an addendum to the Student Attendance Accounting Manuel in September 2008 to specifically address academic calendar and course scheduling issues, that in some cases resulted in excessive apportionment being claimed.  This addendum, along with the Chapter 3 of the Student Attendance Accounting Manual, includes numerous examples of appropriate practices for calculating student contact hours under compressed and non-compressed academic calendars.  Classification issues related to student residency for tuition purposesCCC apply has codes 1, 2, and 3 for residency status determinations that result from students answering the application questions (since 1 and 3 are definitive, I list them first):  1 indicates California resident 3 indicates Nonresident 2 indicates “likely a resident” and follow-up by the college is required.  Bill Mulrooney indicated that some colleges are very conservative, including his, and believe that if you are classified as a number 2, you’re going to be treated as if you were a number 3 (nonresident) and you have to walk in the door and prove that you are a California resident.  However, some other colleges may not be as conservative and may look at the flags and may make case by case decisions depending on flags that made the person 2 and go ahead and code them as a 1 if they feel it’s warranted.  Even more of a departure from the conservative approach, it is believed that some colleges are actually automatically coding all 2’s as residents and do no further follow-up.  Bill Mulrooney indicated that if there’s inconsistency on how districts treat number 2’s, then we have to assure that there is consistency across the board.  Bill indicated that when they do annual workshops, they bring this issue up and advise the colleges that they should be doing with students classified as 2, but that they can’t enforce it and do not know which colleges actually follow-up.  Possibly resulting from this inconsistency, it was also noted that students that attend multiple districts complain that in one district they are considered a resident and in another they are not, even though they used the same application system (“I’m coded as a resident on XYZ college, how come you’re coding me as a nonresident?”).Local holidays that impact apportionment eligibilityIn order to be countable towards a college’s Term Length Multiplier, a week has to have at least three days of instruction in semester length courses that are on the weekly census procedure.This basically refers to Monday through Friday of each week of the primary term.  In most cases this is not a problem.  Such as Thanksgiving week where a district schedules a local holiday on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving, which leaves that week with only two days of instruction, Monday and Tuesday.Local holidays may also result in weekly census classes that normally meet on that day to no longer be eligible for the weekly census procedure because they cease to be regularly scheduled each week of the primary term.  Legal holidays are forgiven, but not local holidays.Instructional Services Agreements (ISA’s) issues that impact apportionment eligibility.Such as where the instructor is not a paid employee of the district, the college or district must have a separate written agreement or contract with each instructor conducting instruction for which FTES are to be reported and stating that the college or district has the primary right to control and direct the instructional activities of the instructor.In addition to the contract, the college or district must demonstrate control and direction through such actions as providing the instructor an orientation, instructor’s manual, course outlines, curriculum materials, testing and grading procedures, and any other materials and services it would provide to its hourly instructors on campus.Refer to the Contract Guide for Instructional Service Agreements between College Districts and Public Agencies that is posted on the Legal Advisories webpage along with Legal Advisory 04-01.5This is just a sample of some of the potential problems that districts and their auditors are currently finding.  The audit reports are due December 31, so we’ll know more after these reports are reviewed.



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 TBA Definition

 Some Courses with regularly scheduled hours of instruction 
have “hours to be arranged” (TBA) as part of the total 
contact hour for the course.

 The TBA portion of the course uses an alternate method for 
regularly scheduling a credit course for purposes of 
applying either the Weekly or Daily Census attendance 
accounting procedures.

 In some situations, the entire course might be on TBA, and 
in that case this course would follow the same rules.

 New Audit Compliance Item for 2010-11 
 Item No. 479
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Presentation Notes
New or Expanded Audit Compliance Items for 2010-11:TBA Hours – New (Item No. 479)Monitoring and tracking of student participation (supporting documentation required – TBA hours cannot be claimed for students with zero documented hours as of the census point)Must ensure that instruction is provided and that the student work completed during the TBA hours is evaluatedthat the number of TBA hours and general objectives/outcomes for the TBA requirement are specified on the course outline/catalog/schedule as appropriatethat regulations for immediate supervision and minimum qualifications are followed



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 Basic Rules for Courses with TBA Hours

 Instructors must meet applicable minimum qualifications or 
equivalency

 The official course outline must include the number of TBA 
hours and specific instructional activities/learning outcomes 
expected of all enrolled students

 Students must be informed of these activities and 
expectations

 Instruction must be provided during TBA hours that is NOT 
an activity that should be done independently outside of 
class time

 Students must still be required to study independently 
outside of class time



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 Basic Rules for Courses with TBA Hours (cont.)

 A clear description of the course, including the number of 
TBA hours, must be published in the catalog and schedule 
of classes (in print and/or online)

 Students must be informed of the designated location where 
instructional activities during TBA hours will occur

 Days, times, and number of TBA hours attended by each 
student must be recorded by sign in/sign out on paper or 
electronically and available for audit 

 An instructor meeting the minimum qualifications must be 
present during all TBA hours, even if assisted by an 
instructional aide



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 Attendance Accounting and Reporting for TBA Hours

 The course outline of record must specify the number of 
required contact hours as a whole, including TBA hours

 Contact hours claimed for apportionment must be 
consistent with the course outline of record

 If a course reported for apportionment includes TBA hours, 
documentation is required to demonstrate that each student 
claimed for apportionment has completed the minimum TBA 
requirement

 Apportionment for TBA hours cannot be claimed for 
students who have documented zero TBA hours of 
attendance as of the census date of the class

Presenter
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Our guidelines currently indicate that the needs to “make sure that they do not claim apportionment for TBA hours for students who have documented zero hours as of the census point for the particular course.”  Based on a review of a class attendance roster for a single course and a corresponding district/college FTES detail report, it does not appear that some districts are reducing its claimed FTES for students that have document zero hours as of the census point.  In other words, it appears that all TBA hours are being claimed, even if a student has zero hours as of the census point, or if the student completed zero TBA hours during the entire term.



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 Attendance Accounting and Reporting for TBA Hours

 For Weekly Census classes, TBA hours must be scheduled for the 
same number of hours each week.  Student TBA schedules may 
be fixed or variable, but the required hours must be completed 
each week.

 For Daily Census classes, TBA hours must be scheduled for the 
same number of hours on each scheduled day.  Student TBA 
schedules may be fixed or variable, but the required hours must be 
completed each day the class meets

 TBA hours are therefore impractical for most Daily Census 
classes, and hence present a challenge for summer classes

 If TBA hours are not scheduled as required, attendance for the 
entire course must be reported as Actual Hours of Attendance 
(Positive Attendance)

Presenter
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For WEEKLY CENSUS classes, TBA hours can be stated in a number of hours per week, and the student must attend that number of hours each week of the term.  The days/times at which the student attends can either be fixed for each individual student or left entirely variable.  However, the student can't move hours from one week to another; e,g,, for a 1 hour weekly TBA requirement, the student must attend one hour per week and can't attend two hours one week and none the next, etc.  Good records of individual student attendance should be maintained to produce for the auditor upon request.  Remember one important requirement: if a student is actively attending the scheduled hours of a class as of the census date, but has attended none of the TBA hours by the census date, only the scheduled hours can be reported for apportionment.  Now for DAILY CENSUS classes -- a different matter entirely.  Any TBA hours for a daily census class must be expressed in a number of hours per day, not per week, and the student must attend that number of hours on each day on which the basic (scheduled) class meets.  For example, a daily census class meeting Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for four weeks would have a total of 12 class meetings, provided that no holiday intervened.  If the class were scheduled to meet from 10 a.m to 11:50 a.m., that would constitute 2 contact hours per day for the basic class. If, in addition, 1 hour per day TBA were added to the class, the student would have to attend one additional hour on every one of the 12 days the basic (scheduled) class meets.  It can't be interpreted or published as a TBA requirement of 3 hours per week.  In this example, the student could come early or stay late each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday on which the class meets and attend one additional hour to meet the requirement.  And the student can't attend two added hours on Monday and none on Wednesday, etc.  All of this rigidity makes TBA hours for daily census classes impractical in most cases, although in certain laboratory environments it could work.  And of course this makes summer session scheduling, since weekly census is not available, a challenge for TBA courses.



To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours
 Reference Documents

 To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours Compliance 
Advice (Legal Advisory 08-02), October 1, 
2008

 To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours Follow-up 
Memorandum, January 26, 2009

 To Be Arranged (TBA) Hours Follow-up 
Memorandum, June 10, 2009

 Contracted District Audit Manual for 
2010-11, Item No. 479

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your district utilizes the TBA scheduling option, it’s very important that you review these reference documents.  Read from Slide.



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses
 New regulations adopted by Board of Governors on 

July 11, 2011 for apportionment limits for enrollment 
in credit courses

 Effective date of the new regulations is October 12, 
2011

 Districts are expected to fully implement with 
appropriate policy changes and public notice in time 
for Summer 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, the community colleges are facing unprecedented demand for course, while at the same time facing additional likely cuts in state apportionment.Thus it was recently affirmed by the Board of Governors that there is a need to impose new course repetition and withdrawal limits, beyond those already in placeThe work to once again revise the rules for course repetition and withdrawal began in August of last year, so it’s taken a lot of time to get to this point.  Again, the primary reasons for the change include increasing access for students, focusing more on student success, reducing the cost incurred from students retaking the same course many times without successfully completing it, and recognizing a budget climate that sees the community college system as inefficient when students can retake a course up to six or more times and taxpayers paying for it every time.  Because of the current budget situation, many districts have already self-imposed similar limits to the number of times a student can take a course.The culmination of this work is the Board of Governors adopting the new regulations on July 11, 2011 and the regulations becoming effective October 12, 2011.Districts are expected to conform with appropriate policy changes and public notice in time for Summer 2012This includes that the next scheduled catalog update should reflect the required policy changes 



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses
 New definition of enrollment for apportionment 

purposes:  An enrollment occurs only when a student 
receives an evaluative or nonevaluative symbol for 
the course. (§ 58161)

 Apportionment claims for a student are limited to  
enrollments in a maximum of three semesters or five 
quarters in a credit course, including any 
combination of withdrawals and repetitions (§ 58161(a))

 Apportionment for one additional enrollment can be 
claimed for certain exceptions:
 Significant lapse of time (§ 55043)
 Extenuating circumstances (§ 55045)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revised Title 5 Section 58161 now requires that for a credit enrollment to be claimed for apportionment, a student must receive an evaluative or nonevaluative symbolEvaluative Symbols: A, B, C, D, F, P, NP, FW, NCNonevaluative Symbols: I, IP, RD, W, MWAttendance Accounting Impact of new definition:This means that apportionment funding can no longer be claimed for a student in a credit course from which the student withdraws without a symbol on the academic record.  A memorandum on this was sent out to the districts on October 12 from Vice Chancellor’s Michalowski, Russell, and Troy.  Census-based CoursesDistrict adopted course withdrawal period will impact apportionment eligibility Students that are actively enrolled as of census, but drop a class before the beginning of the course withdrawal period (no symbol recorded) – typically between 20% and 30% – will no longer be eligible for apportionment.  Districts may want to consider aligning the start of the course withdrawal period with the census pointCredit Positive Attendance CoursesIf a student does not stay in a class long enough to have a nonevaluative or evaluative symbol assigned,  his or her positive attendance hours will no longer be claimable for apportionment.Previously, withdrawals and repetitions had separate limits and where counted separately.  To me, this is probably the biggest change in the regulations because course withdrawals will now have significantly more consequences.Extenuating circumstances are verified cases of accidents, illness, or other circumstances beyond the control of the student.  The prior regulations used to permit two re-enrollments as a result of extenuating circumstances.  The new regulation only permits one on this basis.



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses
 Per § 58161(c), no apportionment limitation for:

 Legally mandated training (§ 55041(b)) 

 Disability-related accommodation in special 
classes (§ 56029) 

 Variable Unit Open Entry/Open Exit, to the extent 
permitted by § 55044

 Cooperative work experience courses, to the 
extent permitted by § 55253

 Withdrawals resulting from extraordinary 
conditions (§ 55024(a)(10))

 Military withdrawals (§ 55024(d)(1))



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses

 New enrollment limits only apply to credit courses 
NOT designated as “repeatable” 

 Enrollment limits for “repeatable” courses continue as 
they were prior to the adoption of the new regulations 
limits (§ 58161(d); 55041(c))

 District policy must limit “W’s” for the same course to 
a number not greater than three (§ 55024(a)(9))

 District may permit enrollment in credit courses 
beyond the stated limits, but such enrollments may 
not be claimed for apportionment (§ 58161(e))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Courses that are repeatable are those where the content differs each time it is offered; or where the course is an activity course where the student meets course objectives by repeating a similar primary educational activity and the student gains an expanded educational experience each time the course is repeated through supervised repetition and practice of the activity within class periodsHOWEVER, please note that enrollment limits for “repeatable” courses currently under review– future changes and new enrollment limits likely coming.  The type of courses that can be considered to be “repeatable” may also be changedThe most common activity include P.E. courses or Visual or performing arts courses in music, fine arts, theater or dance.



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses
 All prior credit course repeats and withdrawals in 

student’s academic record will count toward the new 
limit

 Students’ decisions to repeat or withdraw from 
courses will have more implications under the new 
policies

 Colleges should provide guidance to students so 
they can make informed enrollment and withdrawal 
choices



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses
 Colleges should begin now to train counselors, 

advisors, and other faculty so they can explain 
changes to students as they consider plans to enroll 
in or withdraw from courses

 Districts will need to modify programming, catalogs, 
and other college information given to students to 
reflect the new apportionment limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related to this advice, you may also want to review a great paper recently published by the State Academic Senate that gives some great suggestions and strategies on guiding students through these new enrollment limits in a way that helps them be more successful in their courses.  Students no longer have the luxury to say, oh well, I’ll just withdraw and take the course again next time.  There may be no more next time! 



Title 5 Changes – Effect of New Apportionment 
Limits for Enrollment in Credit Courses

 Reference Documents
 October 12, 2011 Follow-up Advisory Regarding 

New Title 5 Apportionment Limits for Credit 
Course Enrollment, Repetition and Withdrawal

 September 12, 2011 Advisory Regarding Title 5 
Repetition and Withdrawal from Credit Courses

 Full Regulations as filed with the Secretary of 
State

 Future Chancellor’s Office implementation 
guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have any questions on the new enrollment limits.



Current Activities
 FTES Allowances Due to Emergency 

Conditions 
 Title 5 § 58146 provides the criteria for FTES 

allowances due to emergency conditions

 Emergency Conditions Request (CCFS-313, §
58146)

 Only material decreases in FTES resulting from an 
emergency condition are eligible for an attendance 
allowance

 In most cases, only positive attendance FTES is 
affected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you may have heard, there was an emergency electrical blackout in San Diego County a few weeks ago, which resulted in several college closures. I’ve been contacted by several colleges in that to find out if lost FTES from class cancellations can be recouped. As it relates to that, please be aware that Title 5 Section 58146 provides the criteria for Full-Time Equivalent Student (FTES) allowances due to emergency conditions.   The intent behind this section is that districts should not lose apportionment eligible FTES as a result of emergency conditions, as defined in the section.   With this recent emergency in mind, it is important that affected districts be aware that a process exist for recouping lost FTES due to those emergencies (impassable roads, power outages, etc.). In most instances, the only affected FTES would be that generated under the "positive attendance" procedure.  FTES from census based courses is only affected in extreme situations (long-term closures).   If you feel that your district was materially affected by the recent power outages or other similar emergency, please contact Elias Regalado of the Fiscal Services Unit to discuss the submission of a CCFS-313 form (Attendance Allowance Request and/or Waiver of 175-Day Requirement Because of Emergency Conditions) so that your district can formally apply for an FTES allowance. If approved, the district will receive a letter from the Chancellor’s Office indicating the exact amount of the FTES allowance.  The district will then be able to report the corresponding contact hours on the Apportionment Attendance Report (CCFS-320) at either the 2010-11 Annual Report due July 15, 2012 or the Recal Report due November 1, 2013, depending on when the matter is resolved. Also, it is most likely that the district does not need to apply for a waiver of the 175-Day requirement (Title 5 Section 58142).  Under the current definition of the days that can count towards the 175-Day Rule (T5 Section 58120), most districts have more than enough days to meet the requirement (most Saturdays can now be counted).  Just indicate "No" on the CCFS-313 if that is the case.If you need any additional information concerning FTES allowances due to emergency conditions or form CCFS-313, Please contact Elias Regalado of the Fiscal Services Unit at (916) 445-1165 or e-mail him at eregalad@cccco.edu.



Chancellor’s Office Website

Web Address:
www.cccco.edu

– Primary Source for:
• Board of Governors & Consultation Council 

Information
• Notices of Recently Promulgated Title 5 

Regulations and Implementation Guidelines
• Legal Advisories/Opinions
• Legal Resources (direct links to Title 5 and EC)
• Handbooks and Manuals
• Fiscal/FTES Data
• Contact Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Questions/Comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for allowing us to participate in your conference.  I hope that provided information that can be useful to you concerning attendance accounting and reporting.  Do you have any questions and/or comments?



Contact Information

Randy Lawson – Santa Monica College
(310) 434-4360  lawson_randal@smc.edu

Elias Regalado – Chancellor’s Office
(916) 445-1165  eregalad@cccco.edu

Barry Russell – Chancellor’s Office
(916) 322-6886  brussell@cccco.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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